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Ambassadors, Stu, dear CHoDs,

Welcome to the Enhanced Logistics Base!

This afternoon is about “paving new ways”, which will give me an opportunity to promote Allied Command Transformation as an innovation champion.

And, point to how implementing experimentation in Trident Juncture helps bridge the gaps between inventors, designers and operatives and everyone in between.

As I said before, we are acting in support of ACO, and, the experimentations you are going to be presented with show TRJE’s exceptional character.
To put in the simplest way possible, the fewer people are working on Logistics, the more will be available for warfighting.

I am a strong advocate of the bottom-up process and I do not fear failure since it is an essential part of the Innovation mind-set.

My only concern today is not being able to show you the Information Environment Assessment tool since it is mainly led from Oslo but please keep it in mind as an important step forward.

I will come back to you on this very topic.
On this Enhanced Logistics Base, using transformational activities, an autonomous programme and the development of the Logistic and Sustainment concept, ACT along with the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, will demonstrate various autonomous and automatized capabilities in a single location. I would like to warmly thank our Norwegian hosts for their strong commitment in our experimentations.

Those that already exist in the commercial world will be integrated and put to use for military purposes.

Illustrating the importance of enlarging our industrial network to non-traditional actors. –a reminder for the NATO Industry Forum and the relationship with the civilian and industrial sectors!
Here you will not see operational capabilities you will see experimental concepts, prototypes and so on...

I hope you will enjoy the walk-around and will be impressed by how we contribute to the development of warfare.

I give the floor to Lieutenant-colonel Hindoy!